
 
REPORT: Three wins in three as Reading continue push for promotion in Southern Athletics 
League (Report by Robert Tan) 

 
Southern Athletics League Division 2 West (U17, U20, Sen) 
Match 3 - Carshalton, 17th June 2017 

 
With two teams to be promoted to Division One at the end of the season Reading went into this fixture                    
occupying second place after opening victories in Oxford and at home at Palmer Park. 
 
Herne Hill Harriers were the host club, but due to fire damage at their home track in Tooting the fixture                    
was moved to Carshalton. It seems staff at the David Weir Stadium had not made proper note of the                   
booking and as athletes began to arrive in the morning the gates were locked! Consequently the fixture                 
start was delayed by around 30 minutes, though this worked in favour of some athletes and officials from                  
all clubs who had made their way to the original venue! 
 
We travelled to Carshalton with almost a full men’s team, with only two spots in the team left uncovered                   
in the 100m Hurdles and Pole Vault which SAL team manager Kevin Cranmer had he been able to                  
compete. Unfortunately he was unable to get time off work and so Track & Field Manager Robert Tan                  
managed the team in his place. 
 
We also travelled with numerous male non-scorers, including our U17 Men’s 4x100m team who had               
recently been selected to compete at the Club Connect Relays as part of the London Anniversary                
Games at the Olympic Stadium next month. 



 
On the ladies side we were a little lighter. Numerous injuries and unavailabilities sprung up in the days                  
leading up to the fixture and this meant on the day we had to rely heavily on volunteers to fill events. The                      
team had no trouble doing this and in the end we only had four gaps in Pole Vault (x2), 100m Hurdles                     
and Steeplechase - which are very specialised events.  

 
 

In the opening field events we had Leah Spratley-Kemp (U17) and Chloe Zmuda (U20) in the Hammer                 
and U17s Jasmine McCallum and Abi Hancock in the Long Jump. Leah came 3rd in the A-string                 
Hammer with 24.87m with Chloe coming first in the B-string with a PB of 21.22m. Over at the Long Jump                    
pit Jasmine McCallum took victory in the A-string with a PB of 5.70m, whilst in the B-string distance                  
runner Abi had been asked (or possibly cajoled) to fill in for us and she also took maximum points with                    
4.16m. 
 
Meanwhile in the opening men’s events Jacob Rajkumar (U20) and multi-eventer Michael Dyer (Sen)              
took maximum points in the High Jump with 1.90m and 1.75m respectively, whilst in the Shot Putt Alex                  
and Nigel Spratley-Kemp both came second with Alex throwing 11.09m and Nigel 10.37m. 
 
After some delay the track events commenced with Katrina Vidzupe (U20) winning the Women’s 400m               
Hurdles by over 7 seconds in 66.8. Meanwhile Lee Fellowes (Sen) made her return to competition after                 
some time out with a solid 83.3, taking third place in the B-string. For the men we Jack Millar (U20) in                     
the A-string and he won just as convincingly as Katrina with 60.9. Phil Newport won the B-string with a                   
new PB of 66.0. 



 
Up next we had the 800m. For the ladies we had a mix of experience and youth as Julia Henderson                    
(Sen) came up just short of victory in the A-string with 2:19.7 for second place. Meanwhile, U20 Alanna                  
Rayfield ran the B-string and we also had Debbie Taylor (V50) and Darcey Smith (U20) non-scoring. In                 
the end experience won the day and Debbie came in just ahead of Alanna - who pushed her all the way                     
round, Debbie running 2:47.0 and Alanna 2:47.8. Darcey came in just behind in a PB of 2:52.2. 
 
For the men, young Shreyas Kanyady (U20) has been on an upward curve this season and is now close                   
to breaking 2 minutes. Shreyas ran 2:03.7 and took second place in the A-string, whilst in the B-string                  
David Kirk (Sen) ran a PB for first place in 2:04.5, battling hard with Shreyas all the way to the line.                     
Arturo Martinez de Murguia (Sen) ran a PB of 2:08.3 as a non-scorer. 

 
Up next was Men’s Hammer, where we once again the Spratley-Kemps both picked up second place,                
Nigel throwing 31.65m in A-string and Alex 24.36m in the B-string. 
 
Following this we had the 100m, starting with the ladies where Katrina bagged maximum points again                
with 12.4 seconds. For the B-string, thrower Michaela Whitton (U20) was asked if she could fill in for us                   
and she clocked 15.3 for 4th place before running across to the Shot Putt where she took second place                   
in the B-string with 8.90m. Leah was our A-string and she also came second with 9.64m.  
 



In the Men’s 100m Mike Nevill (Sen) took second place in the A-string with 11.2, whilst Mark Kakembo                  
(U23) won the B-string with 11.7. Non-scorers were captain Will Lamptey (U23) who ran 11.2 and U17s                 
Malachi Henry and Christian Santos who ran 11.8 and 11.9. 

 
Meanwhile, over at the Long Jump pit David Nawah (U20) and Scott Garraway (U23) didn’t have their                 
best day at the office with both failing to register. A great shame for two talented jumpers who later made                    
amends in the Triple Jump where David took 3rd in the A-string with 11.88m and Scott took 2nd in the                    
B-string with 11.72m. 

 
Back on the track it was the turn of the 400m runners, where Ella Saunders (U20) won the A race in a                      
new best of 60.1; it surely won’t be long before Ella dips under the 60 second barrier. Many thanks to                    
Ella’s dad Tony who jumped in for us as timekeeper and helped ensure that we took maximum points for                   
officials. For the B-string Lee Fellowes ran 73.9 for 3rd place, setting a marker for the rest of the season                    
as she returns to training. 



 
For the men we had Adam hassan (Sen) who took second place with 49.9 and Harry North (U17) who                   
was second in the B-string with 54.5. Meanwhile, over in the Women’s Javelin Chloe came second with                 
26.85m and Jasmine came first in the B-string with 24.15m. 

 
Next up was the Women’s 3000m where Naomi Mitchell (U23) took a comfortable victory in the A-string                 
with 10:49.3 and Julie Rayfield (V45) took second place in the B-string with 12:11.7.  



 
In the 100m Hurdles we only had one athlete - Jasmine McCallum - but all the other clubs had the same                     
issue so there was no B race. This was Jasmine’s first ever attempt at senior height hurdles which she                   
dealt with very well, taking victory in 17.6s. 
 
Meanwhile in the Men’s Pole Vault, multi-eventer Mike Dyer came second in the A-string with 3.40m. In                 
the Javelin Oliver Matthews (U17) and high jumper Jacob Rajkumar stepped in following minute              
dropouts. Oliver came 4th in the A-string with 33.47m and Jacob was third in the B-string with a new PB                    
of 31.94m. Mike Dzandu had been due to compete and travelled up with the team but his knee was                   
troubling him and so he decided to drop-out and instead lent a hand officiating with our field team.  

 
Next up was the Men’s 5000m and there were cups of water on the back straight as the mercury rose                    
past 28 degrees invoking a UKA rule for provision of water for track races of 5000m or more. Despite the                    
heat seniors Dave Lewis and Ed Stockdale took victory in both strings with 15:31.0 and 15:41.6 (PB)                 
respectively. Meanwhile non-scoring seniors Luc Jolly and Ryan O’Brien ran 17:06.6 and 17:17.4. 
 
For the Women’s Triple Jump the team manager was left scratching his head, but distance runners                
Sophie Crumly (Sen) and 3000m winner Naomi Mitchell came to the rescue in some style. Sophie came                 
second in the A-string with 8.78m and Naomi came first in the B-string with 8.19m! 
 



In the Men’s 110m Hurdles Mike Dyer came 2nd in the A-string with 15.6 seconds, before our 200m                  
runners took to the stage. For the men Will Lamptey came second in the A-string with 22.5 and Ibrahim                   
Turay (Sen) came 2nd with 22.8. Non-scorers were Mark Kakembo and Harry North both running 23.7 -                 
a new PB for Harry. 

 
 
For the ladies, Katrina Vidzupe took second place in the A-string with 25.9. Meanwhile Ella Saunders                
dropped down to the 200m sprint for the first time running 27.2 and taking victory in the B-string. 
 
Next up was the Women’s Discus where U20s Michaela Whitton (A-string) and Caitlin Stacey (B-string)               
both did the business for us, picking up maximum points, with Michaela throwing 42.18m and Caitlin                
33.85m. 
 
Back on the track it was the turn of our U17 1500m runners Abi Hancock and Hermione Walker. Abi                   
came 3rd in the A-string with 5:07.1, whilst Hermione came second in the B-string with 5:11.0. The men                  
followed straight afterwards with Chey Blatchford-Kemp winning the A race with 4:08.6 and Robert Tan               
second in the B-string with 4:20. We also had non-scorers, Shreyas Kanyady (4:22.9), Arturo Martinez               
de Murguia (4:31.5) and Joe Mott (U17) (4:39.3). 
 
For the Women’s High Jump there were nervous moments leading up to the event as Molly Bates (U20)                  
and Isabelle Church (U17) had travelled to the original venue in Tooting, fortunately with the delayed                
programme the girls made it across to Carshalton just in time for their event. It was a good job too as                     
both Molly and Isabelle won with 1.6m and 1.55m respectively. 



 
Finally for the men on the track Dave Lewis and Ryan O’Brien took on the 2000m Steeplechase. Dave                  
coming second in the A-string with 6:58.3 and Ryan winning the B-string with 7:25.4. Meanwhile in the                 
Women’s 2000m Steeplechase Sophie Crumly took victory in 7:18.6. 
 
With only the relays and Men’s Discus to go we were in first place, but Walton weren’t far behind so we                     
had to put in a solid performance here to seal the victory. 
 
First up the ladies 4x100m, with Chloe, Jasmine, Michaela and Katrina taking victory in 53.4 to Walton’s                 
54.3. Meanwhile, Mike Nevill, Phil, Mark and Ibrahim also won their 4x100 relay with 44.0 to Herne Hill’s                  
44.8. Our U17 relay team, practising for their trip to the outing at the London Anniversary Games came                  
in 3rd place with their best time of 46.4. 
 
Up next the 4x400m relays where we fielded a young and inexperienced Women’s team of U17s Abi                 
Hancock, Hermione Walker, Darcey Smith and U20 Discus thrower Caitlin Stacey. The girls did a great                
job for us getting the baton round in 4:36.5 for third place. 

 



For the men we had Jack Millar, Will Lamptey, Harry North and Adam Hassan and they took victory in                   
3:38 to Herne Hill’s 3:48.1. Meanwhile the exuberance of youth led to our U17 sprint relay team asking if                   
they could do a non-scoring 4x400 and they came third with 3:48.2. 
 
In the final event of the day Mike Dyer came second in the Discus with 33.84m, with Nigel                  
Spratley-Kemp winning the B-string with 31.65m. 
 
This meant that Reading took victory over Walton by a margin of around 30 points. Reading now sit in                   
second place and we have given ourselves a really good chance of being promoted to Division One.  
 
Our next match is at home at Palmer Park on Saturday 8th July and the final match is away to league                     
leaders Eton on Saturday August 19th.  
 
Well done to all athletes and thanks to our officials and parent helpers (who ensured we took our                  
maximum points for officials). 
 

 
 


